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Procrastination

Procrastination destroyed my GPA.

There’s no excuse, what do you want me to say?

I always think: “Not now, maybe later, it can wait.

How many points off if I turn it in late?

There are a hundred other things that need to be done,

Maybe my mind will think better after some fun.”

A week goes by; the due-date is in sight.

No worries, I finished the job in ten minutes last night!

I say, “Those delays weren’t destructive; my grade will be just fine.”

My lack of effort shows up in red ink, every time.

Work ethic is the difference between tasks and chores,

If I fixed mine, I’d avoid all this sorrow.

Fine! If starting sooner will raise my scores,

I’ll change my ways first thing tomorrow.

~By Tyler Gamba 
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Under An Unknown Umbra

 Under an unknown Umbra, plenty is light

A vanilla man fashions dreams through the night

This man is not asleep, he is hard at work

These visions unbound and of his own instinct

Fastened to these thoughts, cables to a bridge

As a smith on a grindstone, as a dancer for you

 

Taken by his ethic, yet conquered by fear

Our Friend of antiquity, our Friend is near

Soon his work spawns fulfillment

Yet, his dreams still stand at his trough

He pleads to the umbra though he’s unaware

“I have followed my heart and achieved in that!”

 

He stands guard of his lifework, dark staring in

The Umbra has always stared, glaring in

He knows not the dark full of light

A deafening brilliance, the father of dreams

Lay down your gilded thoughts vanilla man

Change your position, refract the unknown

For there is nothing more truthful, nor peace more serene

Our deepest knowledge is the blink of- the Truth

A single echo in a valley of cries

Do not fret vanilla man

For the Umbra’s tides that wash over you

Are nothing more than the trembles of the Absolute
~By D.L. Brookes
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Unlogical Logic & the Innocence of a Child
Why do they say she’s different?

I didn’t understand
She didn’t seem so different to me

When we were holding hands.
Is it because I’m a boy and she’s a girl?

Other girls and boys play...
So why should it matter to them

If I’m with her all day?
Maybe it’s our parents;

Maybe they aren’t friends,
But who says it’s the parents job

To decide when a friendship ends?
Why do they say she’s different?

His parents hoped one day it’d sink in
That they thought the girl was no good and so different

Because of the color of her skin...
~Anonmymous
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Seasons
He whose tree boasts the
multicolored leaves of autumn
covets the bare branches of winter.
 
Desolation never fails
to exceed its invitation;
the desires of fall now mere
regrets,
cast away when he festoons himself
in the cherry blossoms of spring.
Sweet scents become nauseating,
the carefree heat of summer sud-
denly
cooling his shoulder like no other.
In the one who forces transition,
I easily see all of the seasons.

~By Rachel Narozniak 7



A Fear

Sometimes, 

I cannot help but to think

of writing as a futile endeavor

pursued by fools.

Some days, I wonder what’s to come of this

so called “hobby,” 

if anything is to come at all.

It could all be

a grand nothing.

And these words upon this page

might be found one day

by a wandering hand- 

perhaps mine, perhaps that of another-

who may take an interest

in the ambiguity of what was written.

And I, the writer, will recall

the disappointments and triumphs of the past,

the boy I loved in college, the reason

for each line, for the materialization

of each poem.

And the words which were so meticulously

transcribed once ago will seem worthless

and foreign

to a world of eyes

when they’ve only ever known

the darkness of a drawer.

~By Rachel Narozniak 
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 She was the girl with wings, and we covered her with a plastic 
blue tarp. She fell like a black arrow, slicing a scar through the feverish 
scarlet blood-orange sunset and landed with a poof of soot—she lies 
there in her mangled beauty. Her gauzy wings heave laboriously, like 
the crumpled wings of a freshly emerged Luna moth in a too-small jar, 
trying desperately to pump yet confined and so it dries wet wrinkled and 
heavy unable to fly. The soot slowly settles about her, staining her paling 
lips and clinging to the minutiae of her feathers. She is unconscious, 
eyelashes gently sweeping her fading pink cheeks as dark tresses of hair 
snake around her face like poisoned veins. The burns on her forearms 
and torso pulse wildly hot, yet her face seems untouched. The constant 
yet weak heavy thumping of her wings against the ground push up more 
clouds of soot, showering herself with gray flecks peppering her wings. 
The futility and destruction. Oily muck pervades each feather of her 
delicate wings moving slowly but surely to consume her freedom and 
agency. She was the girl with wings, but we covered her with a plastic 
blue tarp. Hidden in shame and sloth and we tried to forget. The foolish 
slip of a thought that someone else might fix this. 

She Was the Girl with Wings

~Alyssa Bauer 
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Unseen by You
 I feel something
Looming in the distance
Precariously dragging its threads
My waters wash over banks of promise
But do you hear that? Off in the distance
A deafening muteness
I feel an odd stillness here
Soon I will dismiss it as stagnant thought
It continues to weave itself in my life
I continue to take notes, planning
Soon we’ll shepherd ourselves from the tops of ridges
Down into the timber in search of water
We’ll do what we are supposed to do
I’ll drink, eat, and bathe, all with company
I’ll stay by the fervent river, we all will
Our hammocks have been woven for us
I’ll recount my life one day on the banks of the river
How we followed each other into the valley
How the thirst of one turned into a mass yearning
I’ll wonder about man and its tracks
Prepping himself, packaging himself
For a life that’s not his own
He convinces himself of comfort
What was clear has been smudged
I will dismiss that thought as a stagnant thought
And, in that moment
I will remember the wild flowers of the mountain tops 

~By D.L. Brookes
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le soleil et la lune
From the ground the sun and moon 
seem so close together in the sky.
When they eclipse, their rays of light 
are like intertwined fingers,
the sun saying with a gentle smile
like so many times before,
“It’s nice to see you again.”
You may think it is tragic fate that they 
forever chase each other across the horizon, 
their meetings rare and brief,
the rest of their time a 
lonely waltz across the stars.

In reality the moon is one-hundred-and-forty-seven
million kilometers away from the sun at all times.

~By Lucas Schraier 

Romanticizing
Delving once more into my mind
whose greatest accomplishment 

has been recollection,
I resume.

Old experiences resurface, and it is
always I who seduces them.

 Enticed, they allow my touch
which pleases 

in its innocent deception,
idealizing

 these remembrances.
In yesterdays I live,

to revise.

~ By Rachel Narozniak 
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twisting according to a very real function
Pole dancing is very simple
if you assume the dancer is a series of 
connected thin rods in a vacuum;
You can call it self-degradation or art
or raw hedonistic sensory input
but the force of gravity continues acting
on the dancer with the same magnitude;
the silk-like flesh serves no meaning in calculations, 
the slender, supple fingers clutching the pole 
are merely a point-mass;
gravity it counteracted by the friction
caused by the tight grip of the thighs
(which are also thin rods, and massless,
and dissolves into numbers and integrals
and equal signs just like the dancer,
just like baseball and murder and
stars collapsing.)

~By Lucas Schraier 

New York
City, is where starving

Artists go to feast.

~By Rachel Narozniak 
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Eros Disontinuum.
Splitting brain bread into grains
a single seed of whey and why-
questions I’ve wanted to answer
like what do your lips taste like?
or how high can I fly?
I’ve been painting my toes across your chest,
a mess of dark chocolate curls
I fed
my body a spread upon the bed,
spreading myself
sensual elastic
putty melting pity into something orgasmic,
a flower head watering the wines red-
a selection of sweat beads in the Sunday church collec-
tion.
I said food was my religion 
a decision 
to feed my soul in need 
of a well read friend.
Skipping stones and hearts, 
finally settling on a smooth rock, washed over for as long 
as you’ve existed. 
Thinking not so much of the life lost 
like scattered watermelon pits in sand drifts
when I bit my nails over personal failures that hadn’t 
happened yet. 
It was a pet, at my heels, painted black.
Sadness hijacked, crash landing in the pit of my stomach.
Breathing deep smoke of clean green,
I see a thin strip of sunlight hugging my hairline.
The end is nigh for the internal grim reapers sowing 
fields of half used dreamers.
I’m a redeemer of the pen, it’s my sword I swore,
fighting dragons of bored school boys
that are locked from their emotions. 
I’m going to start a war against minds bricked over with 
close minded mortar.
Instead, a revolution of writers and lovers alike, 
writing of love and loving to write.
We’ll be hand in hand nomads, exploring the mother 
land I live to understand. ~By Samantha Vargas 14



These I have loved
The crunch of crisp juicy pink apples, sweet yet sour,
shinny skins that squeak when rubbed, the scent of approaching rain 
storms, pitter patter of crystal clear drops bathing the earth and its trees,
blankets of darkness that cover the sky, and thunder with volume
that shakes the house, Precious moments of suspense before the
white hot flashes of electricity, filling the air with exuberant spark of might 
and awe. A friendly shirt, as smooth as silk yet with motherly warmth that 
only a loved one gives, a blanket saved from your childhood that heals the 
pains and problems that the therapist cant. The smell of a sweet cup of coco
that warms your soul, and shares its feelings with you. roaming hills that 
provide endless beauty to gaze upon. the morning mist, a cloak of shadows 
over the gathering of trees, the trees home, a cluster of natures heart; a place 
so familiar it feels like home. a fresh cold blanket that paints the earth white 
that brings a sort of Narnia type feeling to the forest; a fearsome roar of the 
clean engine, the twang of a bow, the cries of a loon, and the light mysteries 
calls of an owl. sweet tasting blueberries, the rapid pounding of a love 
struck heart, a vast imagination, able to dream up all the things I love
All these have been my loves.

~By Andrew Rivera 
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Tight Clam
I really wanna be just like a clam.
But not in that I’d live beneath the sea --
Mouth closed shut, speechless as I usu’ly am --
The sea is far too deep and frightens me.
I also don’t wanna be picked apart, 
Eaten, by hungry tourists on the shore,
With each one digging out my mussl’d heart --
My body an image of salty gore.
I don’t want to be a clam in those ways --
I wanna hold on tight to something beau-
-tiful. Something special for all my days.
Something...well, something a whole lot like you.
My bivalve arms tight around you, my pearl,
The patterns of us an eternal swirl.

~By Allie Kroeper

Festival 
I salivate at its tale, it is a festive ale.  A Test... it fails as I 
fall fast. Ill taste it till its vast still vale alleviates its seal I 
feel. It feels as if its state fits evil itself. Still it is late … its 
vital. I live as I taste set late as I let it sit still. 

~By Andrew Rivera
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   Talons
Spread thee wings for first short flight 
falling fast in darkest of night
mother is watching, eyes shining bright
father saves baby, from descending death 

Gallows wings are rough and battered 
his feathers dirt ridden and tattered 
aside from their home, waits evil donratter 
waiting for baby while holding their breath 

massive moon shines among towering trees
Gallow sets up to try his trapeze 
gliding and diving with somewhat of ease 
donratter takes off at gallows first flaw 

His massive wings shadows out Gallow 
he bashes, slashes and tares at the owl
flailing, they crash through brush and into a hollow 
donratter crackles and shows him his claw 

gallow, frightened puts out his talons 
a black feathery mess and a whole lot of action
blood splattered faces and attacks like a dragon  
Gallow stands proud and the fallen donratter 

~By Andrew Rivera 
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B.
The blue sky is blue
The white clouds are white

The evergreen grass is green
The red roses are red

The incandescent sun is white hot 
The steel moonlight silhouettes against the 
dark backdrop

This is what a perfect scene should look 
like
when your mind isn’t occupied by unnec-
essary desires

~By Henry Yeh 
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Serials 
This is our serials section, where all our recurring stories are. Read on and be at the edge of 

your seat...until next issue. If you missed a month or you want to see more serials go to 
www.theimaginate.com

Don’t feel like catching up? Read the newest serial below! 

Melancholy is the sea serpent who has tasted nothing but rotting raft 
wood and filthy pirate flesh for the last three-hundred-and-eighty-five 

years. Long ago she had been a foe to the most glorious of heroes, in their pris-
tine ships of purest cedar wood, with sails of dragonhide, and nails of adaman-
tium that would tear into her gums as her maw collapsed upon their hulls. In those 
years she would often go months without a meal, for heroes were not easily bred, 
and the layfolk feared the waters that even their mightiest champions failed to 
brave. At times her feasts bested her, and she was forced to retreat into the deep-
est trenches, nursing the burning wounds left on her leathery turquoise hide by 
an enchanted trident, throwing her flank against the rocks to loosen silver-tipped 
arrows embedded in her flesh. She had eaten scarcely then – but gloriously. 

 The ships came now like gnats, tiny and fragile and great in number, greater 
than she needed to sate her hunger. Yet in numbers lay their only greatness. The 
wood of their frames is flimsy and nameless and stained green from algal growths, 
their size so trivial she has but to strike the underside once with her colossal tail to 
capsize it. She had for a time found it amusing to toy with her pathetically weak 
prey, circling a ship for days as it refused to move for fear of her, then, just as they 
thought her gone, crashing into it from underneath, ripping straight through the 
bilge. The amusement had long since faded. It was merely a matter of business 
now. Every week or so she will seize a ship that happens to wander too nearby, 
force down the scurvy-laden corpses and the cellar’s stock of rum kegs and dried 
meat. It sustains her stomach, not at all her spirit.

 The serpent can barely recall the sound when she hears it on the horizon. 
Yet it is a familiar one, a sound she has thirsted for. The thundering of war drums. 
The chorus of chanting boatmen. The slamming of twenty oars against the waves 
in unison. Such an utter departure from subtlety can be taken only as one thing: a 
challenge to the serpent. 

The Serpant and the Knight 
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In her middling age she has not forgotten the rituals of old. She swims toward 
the behemoth craft with fins brazenly displayed above the water. The vessel is 
truly massive, worthy of even her most rose-tinted memories. A figure stands 
at the helm, seemingly insignificant in size compared to the giant ship, yet she 
knows the petty body is host to the greatest of spirits. The figure is clad in armor 
of gleaming steel that shrugs off the assault of freezing water cast upon it by the 
waves. A pike is held in both hands, twice as tall as the bearer, cruel lance pointed 
towards the sea. Hair like blazing fire spills out from the helmet, sent into a 
frenzied dance by the raging wind. 

 Her hero has come at last.
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The Phantom Thief of Wonderland 
 
“And this is the runway.” White Rabbit, a tall, slender woman with long, thick 
black hair that trailed her back and silver eyes gestured grandly at the room as she 
led the police and interns of both Verna City and Aortis Town inside.

Several interns turned from the Verna Chief of Police’s instructions to marvel at the 
vast room, where chairs surrounded a white, raised platform with black curtains 
leading backstage. At the corner of her eye, Madeline saw Marianne gushing prais-
es onto White Rabbit before the blue-haired girl was order to focus on the lecture by 
an officer. Yet the redhead wasn’t interested in the famous designer—why focus on 
a woman whose clothes she’d never been able to afford?—but rather the thief that 
had brought her and the interns there. Would she be able to defeat Bandersnatch 
this time? The redhead wanted to believe she had improved since their last encoun-
ter, but two weeks wasn’t exactly a long time. And there were still Chief Walker’s 
annoying words to consider—what if this was all a trap?

“Okay, interns, it’s lunchtime,” Chief Richmond said before going to the officers 
to discuss further details on guard duty. Madeline swore under her breath. She’d 
missed the man’s instructions.

Well, maybe Mark can fill me in later…Madeline turned towards her partner, only 
to find him trying to explain to two interns why he had made them take their first 
Ethics test early. Maybe it was better to leave him alone for now. Partner or not, the 
redhead refused to have him stigmatized alongside her.

She made her way outside the fashion studio to buy lunch, only to run into some-
one, knocking them both back.

“Watch it!”

“Sorr—” Madeline’s apology died in her throat once she saw obnoxious green hair 
tied into two all-too familiar buns. She pushed memories of pulled hair and bruised 
arms to the back of her mind immediately. The brat couldn’t exactly attack an offi-
cer.

The girl rose after snatching her sketchpad, her eyes narrowing and her lips twist-
ing into a sneer upon recognizing Madeline.

“I didn’t know the police let traitors into their ranks now.”
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Madeline bit back a scowl. “I am not a traitor, Ivy. Don’t you think blaming some-
one for something that happened before they were even born is a just little bit stu-
pid?”

Ivy scoffed, “Oh, please. The apple always falls close to the tree, Hattersly. It’s only 
a matter of ti—”

“Madeline,” Mark approached the two girls, “The Chief wants you to report to him. 
Something about wanting info on what went down at the Museum?”

Madeline took a soft breath and uncurled her fists. It wouldn’t do her any good 
to punch the people she was assigned to protect, after all. “Thanks for letting me 
know, Mark. Show me the way.” The redhead gave Ivy one last glance. “Excuse me, 
citizen.”

Once they were out of Ivy’s earshot, Madeline said, “The Chief doesn’t really need 
me, does he?”

Mark grinned. “Nope. I just wanted to get you away from that girl. Who is she, 
anyway?”

Madeline was slightly taken aback by the brunette’s continued willingness to help, 
but quickly replied, “An old high school classmate.”

Mark nodded. “You wanna sit with me and Marianne for lunch?”

The redhead chewed her lip, fears of creating trouble for her two fellow interns 
creeping back. “I don’t know…”

“It’ll keep the skanks away,” Mark sang.

Madeline fought a grin of her own. “Fine.”
000000000000000000
The runway was dark except for the lights shining down onto the stage, where 
models walked up and down the platform to the tune of camera flashes, cheers, 
applause, and popular songs. Madeline stood behind the rows of chairs filled with 
designers, experts, and fans, absorbed in the show despite herself. White Rabbit’s 
outfits were lovely. Her eyes fell on the second row, where Marianne and a few 
other interns sat and grinned. She hoped the blue-haired girl was having fu—

Cheers transformed into screams as mechanical spiders rained from the ceiling, 
transforming into cages. 22



Greetings, surface dweller. 

You probably thought yourself dead. Understandably 
so: most people would not survive being underwater for 
so long, and their bodies would collapse this deep in the 
ocean. You would suffer the same fate, but I saw you as 
you fell through the water, desperately flailing for air, 
and took pity on you. You are kept alive by my magic, for 
the moment.

 I will take you back to the surface, but we must move 
only through the dark places for now. Most merfolk 
are not as kind as I am to airbreathers, but they will not 
stray into these abyssal places. There are massive, ancient 
things in these deep parts. They would not be kind to you 
either, but in their eternity they are slow and deliberate. I 
am fast and fleeting, like the water itself.

You are awake for now, but soon you will feel darkness 
wash over you, and you will wake upon a beach. You 
will not remember my words, but you may remember 
my serpentine form. It is fine, they will not believe you, 
however much my elders may fear it. Rest easy now, 
airbreather. Let the deep waters wash over you. Go to 
sleep, and learn to stay away from our oceans. The next 
time you fall in I will not find you, and if you are most 
unlucky, my sisters might – and then you will wish I had 
let you drown today.
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Send your own poetry, short stories, pictures, music, or any 
other art to:
submissions@theimaginate.com
Meetings are every Tuesday, at 9:15 p.m. in Murray Hall Room 
114 on College Ave. 

Follow us! 

Twitter: @TheImaginate

Tumblr: http://the-imaginate.tumblr.com

Facebook: The Imaginate

“Read, read, read. Read everything--trash, 
classics, good and bad, and see how they 
do it. Just like a carpenter who works as an 
apprentice and studies the master. Read! 
You’ll absorb it.
Then write. If it’s good, you’ll find out. If it’s 
not, throw it out of the window.” ~William 
Faulkner 


